S1. BIRMINGHAM TOOTH PASTE POT LID. 3.75ins diam. Strong black transfer THE/ HINDOO/ TOOTH PASTE/ MARTIN MAGOR../ BIRMINGHAM. Central pict.t.m. Highly decorative outer border. Overall staining/ crazing & minor outer edge glaze nibbling & couple of bottom flange nicks. A scarce large size Midlands pictorial pot lid. (9/10)

S2. IMPROVED INHALERS DUO. Tallest 7.5ins. S. Maw Son & Thompson, with marble effect detailing all over, directions to rear. Other all white with directions to front. Rear inhaltion tubes. Good. (2)

S3. COVENTRY CODD BOTTLE. 9.25ins tall. Aqua glass, front embossed COVENTRY/ MINERAL WATER/ COMPANY with central bike pict. Cannington Shaws & Co Ltd/ Makers/ St Helens to rear. 2 neck retaining lugs. Condition good - defo the real deal!!!!

S4. NORTHAMPTON GINGER BEERS GROUP. Tallest 7ins. All t.t. st. Inc. Dilks, Coombs, J.H Dodd, Howard & Co & C. Coles, various p.m's. Generally good. (6) (CMac)

S5. KETTERING SODA SYPHON DUO. Tallest 11.5ins to top of trigger. Clear glass, acid etched J MILLER & CHILDS plus MARKET PLACE. Good. (CMac)

S6. UPPINGHAM SLAB SEAL FLAGON. 1 Quart size, tan top lower grey/ green slip glaze, Rear handle missing & front slab seal reads W. COMPTON/ UPPINGHAM/ NO. Rear handle missing & flaking & hairline to lip. Small glaze flake R shoulder area. (CMac)

S7. COMMEMORATIVE PICKWICK SCOTCH WHISKY WATER JUGS. 4.5ins tall. One blue, one green & 2 brown transfers, pict. image of Captian James Cook one side, commemoration other. Hill Church base marks. Very good. (4)

S8. WESTMINSTER ANCHOVY PASTE POT LID. 3.75ins diam. Black transfer for KEDDIE'S/ REAL/ GORGONA ANCHOVY PASTE../ KEDDIE LIMITED/ ... WESTMINSTER, S.W. Eagle t.m. above. Some light crazing otherwise very good. (RC)

ALL items in this auction offered with NO RESERVE

S11. ALBERT EDWARD, PRINCE OF WALES AND PRINCESS ALEXANDRA ON THEIR MARRIAGE IN 1863. (KM 171) 4.25ins diam. Produced by the Pratt factory to commemorate their marriage. Rose & leaf border. Some overall crazing otherwise fine (that’s light reflection at 8-o-clock). (GJSC)

S12. OXFORD 6OZ CODD. 7.5ins tall. Very light green glass (not aqua), front embossed BEESLEY & CO/ OXFORD. 2 neck retaining lugs. A most unusual colour - gotta be a bit of a rarity? (GM)

S13. SHROPSHIRE MINERALS TRIO. Inc. ‘16oz aqua codd embossed O.D. MURPHY/ IRONBRIDGE plus 2 aqua hamiltons for Wm PHILLIPS/ BRIDGNORTH, 1 flat bottomed. Good. (3) (SM)

S14. PRATT LID DUO. Shakspeares House & The Residence of Anne Hathaway (top edge flake). Flange flakes & general crazing. (2)

S15. DAVENTRY GINGER BEERS GRP. Tallest 6.75ins. All st, shape inc. E Gross, Wood Bros, & F. Dilks. Various p.m’s. F. Dilks has front shoulder glaze flake. (4) (CMac)

S16. STAMFORD GINGER BEERS GRP. Tallest 7.5ins. All st, shape inc. Phillips, W&B Headley, & G.E. Fancourt. Various p.m’s - no issues. (4) (CMac)

S17. POT LID DUO. Largest 4ins diam. Crosse & Blackwell Anchovy Paste, with base (minute flange nibles) & W & G Bussart/ Bride Cake (hairline @ 1 o’clock). (2) (RFC)

S18. PRATT POT LID. (KM32) 4.25ins diam. PESWELL, BAY ESTABLISHED 1760. Excellent colours, overall very good. (GJSC)

S19. OXON G.B DUO. Tallest 7.75ins. St, shape inc. BLAKE & Co/ EYNSHAM OXON. Price Bristol p.m. Smaller has rear hairline. (2)

S20. IRISH & SCOTTISH PUB JUG GRP. Inc. Teachers, John Begg, Lockers Irish Whisky, Cutty Sark etc. Various shapes, sizes & base marks. All need a good clean with a damp cloth, otherwise excellent! (6)

S21. EYEBATHS GROUP. All clear/ lead glass, various forms - stemmed & unstemmed, some freebown, some moulded. Some dirt, easy to clean, overall very good. (20)

S22. WELLINGBORO GINGER BEER GROUP. All std., t.t. Four variations of PRAED & CO/ Wellingboro with central horse head pict. t.m. Lovatt & Lovatt & Denby p.m’s. (4) (CMac)

S23. ST HELENS MADE HYBRID BOTTLE. 8.25ins long. Aqua glass, embossed CANNINGTON SHAW & CO/ MAKERS/ ST HELENS. (GJSC)

S24. GINGER BEERS GRP. Tallest 8.25ins. T.t, ch, 2 Wellingboro, 1 Kettering & 1 Towcester. Various p.m’s, some damages. (4) (CMac)

S25. PARIS OINTMENT POT. 1.5ins tall, white glaze. Ornate black transfer for LA REINE/ DES REMES/...PARIS. Minor nibble to top edge. This is the rarer smallest size of this set. (GJSC)

S26. GINGER BEERS GRP. Tall 10oz aqua codd embossed PRAED & CO/ Wellingboro with central horse head pict. t.m. Lovatt & Lovatt & Denby p.m’s. (4) (CMac)

Absent bids to: sales@onlinebbr.com before 12 noon Friday 27 July
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S26. SHELLS PRAT POT LID.
(KM 72) 4.25ins diam.
Multicoloured pot lid with sea shell detailing. Some rear flange damages, but overall great colours, displays really well. (GJSC)

S27. EARLY DUMPY CODD.
7.5ins tall.
Dark aqua glass, front embossed CODDS/ PATENT/ 4/ LONDON/ S.E. Some overall dullness. (GJSC)

S28. HALF PINT WARNERS SAFE CURE BOTTLE.
7.25ins tall. Deep amber glass, round shoulders with the familiar safe motif. Good. (GJSC)

S29. KETTERING SODA SYPHON DUO.
12.5ins tall to top of trigger. Clear glass, both acid etched W.C. COOK/ CROSS STREET/ KETTERING. Triggers also impressed. Good. (CMac)

S30. GINGER BEERS GROUP.
Tallest 7.25ins. All st, shape from: Longsight, Manchester, Stockport & Huddersfield. Various p.m's. Good. (CMac)

S31. PRATT LIDS
GRP. Largest 4.5ins diam. The Game Bag, The Snow Drift, War & The Waterfall. Some general wear otherwise good. (GJSC)

S32. PUB JUG GRP.
Tallest 7ins. Various shapes, sizes & base marks, inc. Seagers Gin, Inver House, Ballantines etc. Need a clean. (GJSC)

S33. EMBOSSED INKS GROUP.

S34. TRIO OF COLD CREAM POT LIDS.
3 sizes, largest 3ins diam. Strong black transfers. Some wear. (3) (GJSC)

S35. PARKES CHERRY TOOTHPASTE POT LID.
2.5ins diam. Highly detailed & ornate pict. transfer with bunch of cherries detail, pict. t.m. toward bottom. Top edge flake @ 3 o’clock. (GJSC)

S36. DUMFFRIES GINGER BEER GRP.

S37. CHARITY MULTI-COLOURED PRATT TYPE POT LID.
Country setting family image. Some staining & couple of minor flange nicks, good colours. (GJSC)

S38. NORTHAMPTON GINGER BEER.
7ins tall, all white, st, black transfer. E.C. ASHFORD/ GINGER/ BEER/ NORTHAMPTON with central sheet music t.m. detail. Bourne Denby p.m. Base flake & minor lip nibbles. (CMac)

S39. WOLVERHAMPTON POT LID.
3.25ins diam, strong black transfer for THE/ EGYPTIAN SALVE/... READE BROTHERS & CO LTD/ WOLVERHAMPTON. Decorative outer border. (10/10) (PLC)

S40. WOODS POT LID.
3.25ins diam, strong black transfer for THE/ EGYPTIAN SALVE/... READE BROTHERS & CO LTD/ WOLVERHAMPTON. Decorative outer border. (10/10) (PLC)

S41. NORTHAMPTON COLOURED GLASS GINGER BEER GROUP.
Tallest 7.5ins, all crown cap, range of green & amber glass, from Katharine, Dundie & Wellness etc. (6) (CMac)

S42. UPPINGHAM FLAGON.
8.25ins tall. T. rear handle. Impressed from ARTHUR SEATON/ GROCER & G/ UPPINGHAM, Westwood & Moore, Birksley Hill p.m. Very good. (9/10) (CMac)

S43. NORTHAMPTON SALT GLAZE GINGER BEER GROUP.
6.75ins tall. St, shape, varying, all impressed. (9/10) (CMac)

S44. GIANT TIPTON CODD.
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S44. OXON GINGER BEER. 7.75ins tall, all white, st, black transfer DALE & SHARPE/ WITNEY, OXON/ OLD STYLE/ GINGER BEER & central t.m. within shield. Stay p.m. Good.

S45. Boots Pot Lid Duo. 2.75ins diam. Cold/ Cream (flange flake weak transfer) & Areca Nut/ Toothpaste (flange nick). (2) (GJSC)

S46. Veterinary Bottles Duo. 7ins tall, bright cobalt blue glass, rectangular shape, rounded shoulders. Embossed DAY SON & Hewitts/ Chemical Extract/ London. (B/13) (2) (GJSC)


S49. Eyebaths Grp. Various forms - stemmed & unstemmed, some heatablown, some moulded, green, blue & clear glass. Very good. (10) (NL)

S50. EYEBATHS GRP. Various forms - stemmed & unstemmed, some heatablown, some moulded, green, blue & clear glass. Very good. (10) (NL)

S51. SOUTH CERNEY GINGER BEER. 6.75ins tall. All white, stbd, black transfer A.E. JOHNSON/ SOUTH CERNEY with central cenotaph t.m. Price Bristol p.m. In-moulding left side firing blow hole, otherwise very good.

S52. Birmingham Tooth Paste Unopened Pot Lid & Base. Sins wide, oval shape black transfer CARBOLIC/ TOOTH PASTE.../ CURISON GERRARD & CO LIMITED.../ BIRMINGHAM. Complete with label & contents. An important & extremely rare (unique?) survivor. (PLC)

Bidders please catch BBR early to allow previewing.